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Abstract :
Repeated bending over sheaves is one of the main causes of failure of synthetic fibre ropes used in
marine operations. There are few published results available and even fewer models allowing lifetime to
be estimated. A large new set of data from cyclic bend over sheave (CBOS) tests on 250 kN break load
braided HMPE synthetic ropes is presented first, both tests to failure and interrupted tests followed by
residual strength measurements. These data are analysed in order to propose an empirical lifetime
model. This is identified using constant load tests, then evaluated for variable load sequences. A
methodology to include rope lifetime prediction in handling system design is then discussed.

Highlights
► A large new set of data from cyclic bend over sheave (CBOS) tests. ► An analysis of these data in
terms of lifetime. ► Validation of the analysis using additional 2-load and variable load tests. ►
Discussion of the consequences for safety of ocean handling systems.
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Introduction
Synthetic fibre ropes offer many advantages for deep water handling operations, mainly due to their
light weight in water compared to steel. Ropes made from high performance fibres such as aramids
and HMPE (high modulus polyethylene) also show excellent mechanical properties. These materials
have been used for oceanographic applications such as deep sea coring for over 20 years, in the form
of braids of diameters up to 40mm and break loads up to 1000 kN (Davies et al, 2013). For these
applications the payload is a long tube below a large weight, so loss due to rope failure is
inconvenient but not critical. However, new large synthetic fibre ropes are now being considered for
offshore operations and in particular the installation of subsea equipment at depths of 3000 meters
or more. Here the payload may weigh 250 tons and consist of very expensive components for
automated well management. Under these conditions it is essential to know how the lifting system
safety coefficient evolves with time and the remaining load capacity. This is the ultimate objective of
the present work. There has been some work on steel wire ropes for offshore handling, e.g. (Feyrer
2007, Nabijou & Hobbs 1995, Vennemann et al 2008), but synthetic fibre ropes are less well‐known.
There have been some industry studies, the DISH (Deep water Installation of Subsea Hardware) Joint
Industry Project (2001‐2006) involved some testing, and various other offshore projects using
synthetic ropes are underway (Tornqvist et al 2011, Torben et al 2007, Gilmore et al 2008, Thomas &
Gilmore 2009), but few results have been published to date. The ropes of interest for these
applications, both oceanographic and offshore, are braided. These are torque‐balanced and easy to
splice. Various authors have discussed the mechanics of braided ropes (Wu et al 1995, McKenna et al
2004) , which may involve 8, 12 or 24 strands. One particularity of these ropes is the large number of
internal crossover points between strands which may be the source of internal abrasion. Leech
(2002) has described various modes of relative motion in different rope structures. He underlines the
complexity of these materials, six modes of relative movement are identified with scissoring of
particular importance in braided and plaited ropes. This is one of very few papers which describe the
mechanisms which can lead to damage in fibre ropes. Modelling of fibre rope behaviour, even under
simple tension loading, is very complex. Some results from twisted rope models were presented by
Leech et al (2002) and Ghoreishi et al (2007), and there have been some attempts to model braided
fibre structures e.g. (Picket et al, 2009), but there is currently no model capable of simulating the
repeated loading of a braided rope over a sheave. Within the present project numerical modelling
was performed, by applying software specifically developed for fibrous materials (Durville 2010 and
2011) and some first results have been presented (Davies et al 2013). However, that work will be
presented in detail elsewhere.
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Materials and Test methods
m
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The matterial tested throughout was a 12‐sttrand braided
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t trade
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3), and the approach ddeveloped here can be applied to other designs. The
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N end splicee failures werre observed during CBOSS testing.
Initially tensile testss to failure were
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1
kN cap
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Figure 11a. This allow
wed the nom
minal rope break load of 250 kN to
t be checkeed. Cyclic Be
end over
Sheave ((CBOS) tests were then performed
p
onn a specially designed test frame, Figgure 1b.
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Figuree 1. Test equiipment;

0 kN tensile test
t frame, bb) Cyclic bend
d over sheave
e (CBOS) testt frame.
a) 1000
The latteer allows a rope to be put under cconstant tension by a ce
entral hydraaulic piston, then the
back‐and
d‐forth motion over the sheave is appplied by two external pistons. The ddisplacemen
nt applied
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At the start of the test each sample was manually subjected once to its maximum load level, before
starting cycling, in order to bed in the rope. This avoided large initial displacements which make
machine control more difficult. The servo‐hydraulic load control programme was then started and
the machine regulated first the applied load then adding the cyclic displacements. The test frame is
controlled by three Zwick servo‐hydraulic controllers, one for each piston, linked to a PC which allows
the test conditions to be programmed using MecTest™ software.
In this study the sheave, made of stainless steel, had a (mean) diameter D of 380 mm, to provide a
D/d ratio of 20 with respect to rope diameter d, Figure 3.

Results
Applied load‐cycles to failure
Figure 4 shows an applied load versus log(cycles to failure) plot for this material. Sixteen ropes have
been tested, including 6 repeat tests at 40 kN to examine variability. The coefficient of variation at
that load level was 13%. There is a progressive drop in lifetime as applied load increases. This
evolution will be discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 4. Applied tension versus log (cycles to failure)
Failure invariably occurs at the mid‐length of the sample, in the region which has been subjected to
two flexure loads per cycle.
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Residual strength after cycling
In order to examine how damage affects residual strength it is interesting to stop tests and to
perform residual strength measurements. The question of how to measure residual strength then
arises, either in straight tension or in bending on the sheave. These do not give the same result for a
new rope, and preliminary tests showed that the latter result in lower break loads, both for new
ropes and after cyclic loading, Figure 5 (Davies et al 2013). A direct tension value of residual strength
(although a practical in‐service retirement criteria) may therefore provide an over‐optimistic
evaluation of remaining properties in a deep sea handling application.
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Figure 5. Comparison between residual strengths measured in direct tension
and by cyclic bending on the sheave at increasing load. Values normalized with respect to tensile
break load.

This method of measuring residual strength by progressively increasing load while continuing to cycle
on the sheave until failure was therefore retained. Based on the mean value of Nf recorded in the T‐
Nf tests (Figure 4] a series of 24 tests at three different load levels were interrupted and residual
strengths were measured in flexure on the sheave. Figure 6 shows residual strengths after cycling to
different load levels.
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Figure 6. Residual strength in bending versus proportion of mean lifetime,
for three applied load levels.

It is apparent that residual strength drops continuously with cycles for each load level.
Observations of damage reveal four distinct mechanisms. The first is a flattening of the rope surface
in contact with the sheave, Figure 7b, as the rope conforms to the groove profile, producing a shiny
continuous surface. This may involve local melting of the fibres. The second mechanism, presumably
related to the high pressure exerted by the sheave, is an extrusion of fibre loops at the outer surface,
Figure 7c. While these fibres may not be broken, and if the rope is then subsequently loaded in
uniform tension they may be pulled back into the construction, they no longer carry load in flexure.
This may partly explain the difference in residual strength between tension and flexure. The third
mechanism is abrasion within the rope, mainly inter‐strand, Figure 7d. The final mechanism is fibre
breakage. These four mechanisms are not independent but act together, making failure analysis
complex. The large release of energy at final failure can also result in fibre melting. It should be
emphasized however, that at the applied CBOS load levels here (up to 50% of nominal break load) no
damage was noted outside the section of the rope which passed over the sheave.
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Figure 7. Damage meechanisms.
a) New rop
pe, b) Inner surface,
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External extru
uded loops, d) Inter‐strannd abrasion
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umber of CB
BOS cycles is twice that) versus
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T or loogT (so with inverted
axes, com
mpared to figures 4 and 8, that follow
w the usual presentation
n of T‐N plotss).
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The semi‐log relation, commonly used for ropes, was initially considered but, although there is little
difference between the two options over the range of tensions tested, the log‐log relation (also a
classical relation in fatigue/endurance plots) is preferred here, for the following reasons:
 it leads to a better fit than the semi‐log relation, for the range of tension tested, with a lower
coefficient of variation (by about 25%) and a more uniformly distributed scatter,
 the trend towards lower tensions ‐ although hypothetical ‐ does not present the same unrealistic
end as the semi‐log relation that gives a finite endurance at a zero load (further tests would be
indeed required to confirm this).
For this rope, the (mean) endurance is thus given by:
log Nf = 7.42 ‐ 2.25 * log T

(Equation 1)

The scatter of data around this relationship shows a coefficient of variation of 13%, about the same
as the scatter observed by repeat tests (see above). Figure 8 below shows the above relation and, for
illustration, the scatter band limits corresponding to probabilities of failure of 2.5% and 97.5% (2.12
standard deviations (Bureau Veritas 1994)).
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Figure 8. CBOS endurance: T versus Nf.
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Residuall Strength on
n sheave
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w that the in‐‐situ residual strength off a rope ‐ the
e residual
strength
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t
T,
thus the “final” RsWCC , at Nf cycles, is equal too T.
e applied
The streength decay under cycling at a giveen tension iss approximately proporttional to the
number of cycles and
d, as a first approximatio
a
on, a decay from R1 to T as
a a linear fuunction of N//Nf (using
the valuee of Nf prediicted by Eq 1)
1 was considdered, as illu
ustrated in fig
gure 9 below
w. This mode
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advantagge that it does not rely on
o any additiional parame
eters (but on
nly on those of the T‐Nf curve
c
and
the value of R1), butt it is not accurate: Rs iss over‐prediccted at small N/Nf (arou nd 0.25), an
nd under‐
predicteed for N/Nf ab
bove 0.5.

Figure 9. Linear
L
modell of strength degradation
n : Frat = (Rs‐‐T) / (R1‐T) vversus N/Nf
ws an S shap
pe, with a
Indeed, as apparent ‐ in spite off scatter ‐ in figure 9, Rs versus N (or N/Nf) show
drop of residual streength from R1 ‐ of the o rder of 20% ‐ at the beg
ginning of cyycling (at N/N
Nf before
say 0.2), then a proggressive degrradation of R
Rs with N (orr N/Nf), at an
n almost con stant rate fo
or a given
d
to T, that seems moore abrupt at
a higher T. However,
H
att
ttempts to model
m
the
tension TT, finally a drop
whole cu
urves with a reasonable number of pparameters were
w
unsucce
essful.
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Residual strength model
Comparatively, i.e. when plotted versus N/Nf , the rate of strength loss in the middle part appears
lower for higher T. Indeed, the rate of strength loss dRs/dN is found to be about proportional to Tb,
with b around 1.5, i.e. with a different trend than the T‐Nf curve (where m = 2.25). As this middle part
is the most relevant to assess the safety of rope in service, a model of it is proposed, based on the
above. This can be written as :
Rs (N, T) = R2 ‐ Q * N

(Equation 2)

with :


Q the rate of strength loss, Q = ar Tbr ,,



R2 the value at the origin, as if the initial drop occurred during the first cycle(s).

The parameters of the model (R2, ar, br) are obtained by a (non linear) least square fit , using Scilab
(© INRIA ENCP) software. This fit is made on log(Rs), so that the calculated error is a relative error
(see Figure 10 below). Besides, as after the N cycles at T, some additional cycles at an increasing
tension are run to get Rs, inducing some additional degradation, a (small) correction to Rs is made
(see Figure 11), based on the model (thus extrapolating Q to a somewhat higher T). This is taken into
account in the least square fit.
With the available data (24 data points for 3 tensions), the following results are obtained, with a COV
close to 8%:
R2 = 183 kN,

ar = 0.64 10‐4,

br = 1.49

The statistical distribution of model error is found close to a normal distribution, with the exception
of a single outlier: the low point of Rs at N = 3750, for T= 40kN.
Design value of Residual Strength
As for classical breaking strength assessment, a design (characteristic) value Rd of the RsWC may be
taken as the mean Rs (from the model presented above) minus k standard deviations.
For illustration, k = 1.5 is taken after Madsen et al (1986), so as to give about the same confidence
level as the classical “mean minus 2 standard deviations of five tests”. Rd is thus given by:
Rd (N, T) = 162 ‐ 0.57 10‐4 T1.5 * N
Rs and Rd are shown on figure 10, together with data points.
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(Equation 3)
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Figure 10. Residual Strength model : RsWC versus N:
data for the 3 cycling tensions ( + : without correction, x : with correction),
model mean values Rs (pink line), and design values Rd (red line)
Additional tests
In order to be able to evaluate this approach, by applying it to test results which were not used to
identify the model, two additional series of tests were performed; two‐load and variable load tests,
Figure 11. Results are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 11. Additional tests performed to evaluate model,
a) 2‐load, recording corresponds to load change from 70 to 40kN,
b) variable load, showing in‐phase displacements.
(NB Central load applied by piston on sheave in compression is 2x the tensile load generated in rope)
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Sequence

Cycles to failure, Nf

≈50%Nf (3750) at 40 then Nf at 70 kN

372, 225, 532

≈50%Nf (950) at 70 then Nf at 40 kN

5004, 6783, 4027

Variable: 55 ± 15 kN In‐phase

4150, 3773, 3217

Variable: 55 ± 15 kN Out‐of‐phase

3312, 3617, 3238

Table 1. Results from additional CBOS tests performed to evaluate model

Two‐load tests
In the “two‐load test”, a rope was cycled under tension T1 for N1 cycles (about 50%) of the endurance
Nf1 at T1), then under tension T2 for N2 cycles, until failure.
Following a classical Miner sum, N2 would be expected to be a fraction (also about 50%) of the
endurance Nf2 at T2, satisfying the equation :
(N1 / Nf1 ) + (N2 / Nf1 ) = 1

(Equation 4)

So N2 would be expected to be also about 50% of the endurance Nf2 .
Results in Table 1 indicate that N2 does not correspond to this: it is much lower for T1= 40 kN , and
much higher for T1 = 70 kN. This is in line with the observation ‐ made previously ‐ that a smaller
tension is comparatively more damaging, and it can be interpreted with the proposed model of Rs:
From equation 2, the (mean) residual strength Rs after N1 cycles at T1 can be evaluated, then the
number of cycles N1eq under T2 that would have resulted in the same Rs. The corresponding total
number of cycles at failure under T2 can be then evaluated as:
N2t = N1eq + N2

(Equation 5)

In figure 12 below, N2t is compared with the Nf model: The results are well within the scatter band of
Nf, thus providing a validation of the Residual Strength model.
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Figure 12. Rope enndurance und
der variable tension

Variablee load tests
Under rreal conditio
ons, the tension is not constant during an op
peration, butt fluctuatingg due to
dynamicc actions. In order to sim
mulate such cconditions tw
wo series of three tests w
were perform
med with
a (harmo
onic) tension
n variation, between
b
40 aand 70 kN (ssee Figure 12
2b), at the saame period as
a cycling
on the ssheave, and either in ph
hase or in qquadrature with
w this cyccling (thus vaarying the instant of
maximum
w respect to
t rope posiition on sheaave that, in a real system
m, may differ case by
m tension with
case). Results show
w a similar scatter to thhat of the T‐N
T f data, a limited effeect of phase
e, and an
enduran
nce on the up
pper side of the range foor endurancce under mean tension. A
As failure ne
ecessarily
occurs aat the maxiimum tensio
on, this inddicates that the equivalent tensionn (in terms of rope
degradattion) is posssibly (and qu
uite surprisinngly) lower, at least not higher thann Tmean. This validates
the use o
of Tmean to evvaluate rope strength deegradation, using
u
the model presenteed above.

Design aapproach
General consideratio
ons‐ subsea lowering systtem
In a ship
p borne sub
b‐sea lowering system, the line will be subjectt to CBOS. D
During lowe
ering, the
number of bend‐unb
bend cycles in a given secction of the rope will be equal to thee number of passages
over win
nch drum and
d sheaves. More
M
intensee CBOS mightt happen on some sectioons of the rop
pe:
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• If up and down movements are performed, for any reason,
• Principally when the system is kept (near) stationary and/or with AHC (Active Heave Compensation)
‐ e.g. in the near bottom phase of the operation, or accidentally ‐ with one bend‐unbend cycle per
wave cycle (possibly two, in the case of large amplitude travel of the rope over the sheaves).
Different systems/operating conditions might also lead to the same situation.
At the same time, line tension will be fluctuating, due to the effect of ‐ principally ‐ the wave induced
vertical motion of the supporting vessel. The tension history can be evaluated e.g. by time domain
simulation (the system of the suspended body and the line can be modelled by a simple single degree
of freedom (mass and spring) model under an imposed displacement, but the moving body is subject
to non‐linear drag forces). The natural period of the system is a function of line length, and the
maximum tension Tmax typically occurs with resonance to wave induced excitation.
The maximum tension Tdynmax can be related to the mean (static) tension Tmean (the suspended
(buoyant) weight of the body) writing :

Tdynmax = DTF * Tmean

Depending on the system and the conditions, the dynamic tension factor DTF may approach the
value of 2 , and possibly exceed 2 if snap loads in the line are not avoided.
Safety Factors ‐ Endurance
The classical approach to size or verify a system is to check the Factor of Safety FoS, the ratio
between the breaking strength of the new line BS , and the applied static tension Tmean. Indeed FoS
is a global factor that accounts for both dynamic actions, degradation of rope strength on sheave
with time, and a (true) Safety margin, all in an implicit way.
Some codes for lifting appliances (e.g. EN1385‐2:2004 on offshore cranes) also specify a Safety factor
between BS and Tmax, in which line degradation with time is also not explicitly accounted for.
With endurance data available, a classical method to assess system acceptable life time ‐ e.g. in
offshore moorings ‐ is to use the T‐Nf endurance data, a “Miner Sum” to combine the effect of
different tensions, and a “damage factor” ‐ typically in the range of 2 to 10 ‐ to get a safety margin
(Nf being the number of cycles at failure, i.e. the point at which the rope is no longer able to
withstand the suspended weight) . But this assessment will not give any information on the actual
safety of an operation with respect to the risk of failure of the rope. Besides, as noted from the
results of 2‐load tests, the effect of different tensions cannot be combined by a Miner sum.
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However, with the data of RsWC , an explicit relation can be built, between the (allowable) number of
cycles Na and the actual Safety factor, i.e. the ratio between the in‐situ rope strength at a given time,
and the maximum line tension :
SFdyn = RsWC / Tdynmax

(Equation 6)

This is presented in the sections below.
Life time for a given Safety factor
From the above, the required residual strength at a given time may be written:
RsWC = SFdyn * Tdynmax = ( SFdyn * DTF ) * Tmean = TLF * Tmean

(Equation 7)

In which TLF = SFdyn * DTF is a global factor, accounting for both dynamic actions and the expected
Safety margin.
With the model of (design) RsWC, the allowable N until which a given TLF is satisfied can be derived,
and is plotted in figure 13 below.
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Figure 13. Tension versus allowable N (bold black lines) for 3 values (2 , 3 , and 4.5) of TLF,
T‐Nf : mean (red line) and design (bold pink line) also shown for reference.
The curves appear quite flat, with an (average) slope lower than the slope of the T‐Nf curve, and
some downward curvature (indeed, the whole curve, for a given tension is below R2 / TLF, in which R2
(162 kN) is itself only 65% of the rope MBS). These curves clearly show that the practice of taking a
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fraction of Nf for the allowable endurance, as mentioned above, would not lead to consistent safety
levels.
This is however a very conservative approach, as it assumes that the rope is under the same nominal
(mean) tension T over its whole life‐time. Besides, the effect of different mean tensions cannot be
combined.
N at a given Rs
More simply, for a given target value of the RsWC, being either a mean or a design value, the
allowable N versus T can be calculated by equations (2) or (3). The corresponding T‐N curves are
shown in figure 14 below. It can be observed that, as for T‐Nf (also plotted for comparison), these
curves are straight lines in a log‐log plot, but with a slope parameter equal to br , i.e. 1.5 . Besides, as
the strength loss is a linear function of the number of cycles, the effect of different tensions can
simply be combined by a Miner Sum, for a given target value of the RsWC. The actual Safety factor is
then given by :
SFdyn = RsWC / Tdynmax = RsWC / max(DTF * Tmean )

(Equation 8)

taking the maximum of Tdyn over all operations, that is still somewhat conservative, as it assumes
that this maximum will happen at the end of rope lifetime. A more accurate assessment of SF versus
time is also possible, that could be integrated in an in‐service rope life management system.
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Figure 14. Tension versus allowable N for 3 values (120, 135, and150 kN)
of the mean (blue lines) and allowable (bold blue lines) RsWC;
T‐Nf : mean (red line) and design (bold pink line) also shown for reference.
Conclusions
A large set of tests has been performed on braided HMPE fibre ropes under CBOS loading. An
analysis of cyclic bend over sheave test results was then performed in order to propose a model to
predict the lifetime of deep water handling ropes: this was based on a linear expression for residual
strength versus number of cycles N, function of the applied (mean) tension, that can be used in order
to predict either cycles to failure at a given tension or residual strength at a given fraction of lifetime.
Use of this model to predict two‐load and variable load response gave satisfactory predictions.
While the data tend to justify the current approach of using quite high “Factors of Safety” in
applications with intense CBOS, the Residual Strength model presented here provides the basis for a
more rational approach: A direct assessment of the actual level of safety of the line, versus the
applied (mean) tension(s) and the number(s) of CBOS cycles, based on a knowledge of system
dynamic response.
In order to extend this approach to the large diameter fibre ropes required for deep sea installation
of offshore equipment it is now necessary to develop the test database, to include large rope CBOS
test results. Further work is also developing numerical modelling of braided rope behaviour on
sheaves, in order to improve understanding of damage development.
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List of Symbols
ar, br

Empirical parameters relating the rate of strength loss Q to applied tension T

CBOS

Cyclic Bend Over Sheave
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DTF

Dynamic tension Factor (ratio of maximum dynamic to mean static tension)

Frat

Normalized residual strength with respect to first cycle = (Rs‐T) / (R1‐T)

Nf

Number of machine cycles to failure (= 2x CBOS cycles)

Q

the rate of strength loss, Q = ar Tbr

Rd

Design value of residual strength, the mean Rs minus k standard deviations

Rs

Residual strength

RsWC

Residual strength while cycling

R1

Residual strength after 1 cycle

T

Applied Tension in Rope
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